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GENERAL SOURCES


   Arranged by country/region.


Field Fortifications


See also:
-Bibliographies on Camouflage; Tactics; Landmines in Weapons; & Intrenchments in Fortifications.

PRE-20TH CENTURY


Field Fortifications


...And later eds of 1846 (RareBook) & 1861.


20TH CENTURY


Engineer school's role in overcoming Iraqi obstacle system
Field Fortifications


Field Fortifications


See Chaps. 2-4.


See 2-vol published guide w/indexes.


Tests of Japanese-type works.


-Abatis


Field Fortifications


-Chevaux-de-Frise


-Wire Entanglements

   Cites the first military use of barbed wire in 1874.

   Surveys wire use during 19th century, noting its (occasional?) use during the Civil War.


   Taken from Aug 1917 Brit instructions.

   See Chap. 16.

   Report of AEF pamphlet of Feb 1918.

See also:
-Bibliography on Trench Warfare in WWI-Strategy and Tactics.
Field Fortifications

-Beach Obstacles


_____ *Obstacle Technique: FM 5-30*, dated 1940 & 1943. MilPub-FM.


See also:
-MIS Index to Intelligence Publications: Special Series No 23 and 23A (1944) for U.S. intelligence information about foreign obstacles, as well as wartime issues of Military Engineer and Coast Artillery Journal.